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Abstract Web Information Retrieval based on Fuzzy set derives user information need from vague and
imprecise user queries and therefore uses fuzzy queries to retrieve documents relevant to user’s
information need. Optimization techniques have been applied successfully in various domains and results
proved effective therefore a novel approach is recommended using hybrid of Ant Colony
Optimization(ACO)- Genetic Algorithm(GA) for recommendation of optimal set of relevant web pages
for effective Fuzzy Information Retrieval. The Fuzzy IR based on ACO-GA was evaluated on the set of
web query sessions collected in Academics, Entertainment and sports domain and the experimental
results were analyzed statistically to confirm its effectiveness.
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1. Introduction
Information Retrieval based on Fuzzy set infers the user information need from vague and imprecise queries for
web search. [57] Soft Computing techniques like ACO, GA and their hybrid have been used for optimization in
various domains. [31][32][33] The use of ACO for the initialization of population in GA has been proposed by
researchers in order to achieve better results with natural convergence. [1][2] In this paper hybrid of ACO-GA is
proposed for web page optimization in order to recommend optimal set of documents relevant to user
information need for effective Fuzzy Information retrieval. The method proposed is novel since there has been
no work done using ACO- GA with Fuzzy Information retrieval for effective web search.
The proposed method has two phases for its execution Phase I(Offline)& Phase II(Online). During phase I, the
fuzzy term-document matrix FDT as well as Fuzzy thesaurus FR is generated based on distinct web pages
present in the query sessions. Information Scent measures the static relevance of clicked web page based on web
usage data and is used for the initialization of pheromone value of clicked URLs. Web user query sessions
keyword vectors generated based on TF.IDF and information scent are clustered in order to group clicked web
pages providing similar content to users in same domain. Thus the GA is executed on clicked URLs selected
based on average pheromone threshold value in a given cluster to generate the optimal ranking of relevant
clicked URLs for recommendation.
During phase II, user search query issued for web search is expanded with terms using Fuzzy thesaurus. The
fuzzy queries select the most similar cluster and the optimal set of web pages is recommended based on selected
cluster. The recommendation and optimization of clicked URLs using ACO-GA continues as long as the user
web search. Experiment was conducted on the data set of web query sessions in selected domains and results
were compared as well as the effectiveness of proposed approach is confirmed. The steps of execution for the
optimization of Fuzzy Information Retrieval using ACO-GA are given below in Fig 1.
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Fig 1. Show the steps of execution for the optimization of Fuzzy Information Retrieval using ACO-GA.

2. Related Work
In [5] text summarization based on fuzzy logic was used for selecting the relevant sentences. In [6] fuzzy
queries on the web were processed using both document index and perception index. In [7] Fuzzy logic based
personalization of newsletters was introduced. In [3][4][8][9][10] query term and documents association as well
as user preferences profiles was modeled based on fuzzy set. In [11] fuzzy IR system was developed for
retrieval of Arabic web documents. In [12] fuzzy logic based ranking model was introduced. In [13] trust metric
was introduced in collaborative filtering and hence increased its effectiveness. In recommender systems the use
of trust outperforms traditional collaborative filtering. [14][15][16][17]
In [18] genetic algorithm had been applied to solve flow shop scheduling problem. Genetic algorithm and kNN algorithm was used for recommender systems. [19][20] In [21] Genetic algorithm was used to generate the
optimal combination of terms for effective information retrieval. In [22][23][24] ACO based recommender
system was proposed. In [25] advantages of Click Stream Model and ACO was used in recommender model.
In [26] ant based pheromone deposition was used for generating user profile based on interest score for
personalized web search. In [29] ant colony metaphor based optimization was introduced. In [30] a
recommender system was presented based on the collaborative behavior of ants. In [31] Information Scent was
used as pheromone in ACO for optimization of relevant web pages and hence the performance of personalized
web search was increased. The fuzzy ant based recommender system generates recommendations based on ant
based clustering and fuzzy c-means using similarity of user’s navigational behavior. [27][28]
In [2] hybrid of Genetic and Ant Algorithm was used to determine the optimal Fuzzy shortest path in less
number of traversals. ACO was used for the initialization of population in GA in order to achieve optimal results
with natural convergence. In [32] the optimal sequence of jobs was scheduled using Fuzzy logic, GA and ACO.
In [33] software components were retrieved for reuse using hybrid of GA and ACO. In [34] hybrid of
Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems and Ant Colony Optimization was applied for intrusion detection in computer
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networks. In [35] a novel method was explained to recognize face using hybrid of GA and ACO. In [36] hybrid
of Fuzzy logic with ACO and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) had been applied for solving travelling
salesman problem and experimental results proved promising. In [37] hybrid of Fuzzy logic and ACO was used
for path planning of mobile robots in dynamic environment. In [38] bioinspired algorithms along with Fuzzy
Rule based system had been applied in various decision control system. In [39] ant colony optimization
enhanced using genetic algorithm was used for fuzzy representation of optimal power flow problem. In [40]
fuzzy vehicle routing problem was solved using ant colony system based evolutionary algorithm. It is found that
hybrid of Fuzzy Logic, GA and ACO had been applied in various domain successfully therefore it is proposed to
apply the hybrid for optimization of search results in the domain of Information Retrieval for effective
Information Retrieval.
3. Background
3.1 Information Scent
Inferring User Need by Information Scent (IUNIS) algorithm infers user need based on information scent using
determines the
user’s traversal of web pages stored in user session during web search. Information Scent
relevance of Clicked Web Page CPGd (TF.IDF) in reference to user session k and cpk is the number of distinct
clicked pages in session k as given in eq (1)(2) .[41][42][43][44]
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PF1. IPF1(CPG ): PF1 is the ratio of frequency of clicked web page
to the maximum frequency of
clicked web pages accessed in a session k and IPF1 is the inverse page frequency calculated based on WUS(
( number of web sessions that contain the given
number of User sessions in the entire data set) to the
clicked page).
TS(CPG ): Time spent on a clicked webpage to the total time of session k.
[45][46][47][48][49][50][51][52][53]
The information need of user sessions keyword vector UPV is modeled using eq(3) and are clustered using kmeans. The clusters quality are accessed using score function. [54][55][56]
UPV = ∑

sc

∗ CPG ∀ k ∈ 1. . W

(3)

3.2 Fuzzy Set Theory in Information Retrieval (IR) System
Information retrieval systems based on fuzzy set handle the vague, imprecise and uncertain web data in order
to retrieve results relevant to a user query.
For implementing the Information Retrieval based on Fuzzy Sets, two finite sets T2 and D2 are defined where
T2 is the set of m1 index terms, T2= {x1,x2,.........xm1} and D2 is a set of n documents, D2 = {d1, d2, ..., dn}
A fuzzy document—term relation FDT, represents degree of association of index terms to individual
document d based on TF.IDF. A fuzzy thesaurus FR is a relation from T2 to T2.
FR(x1,x2)=

1

n

FDT (d , x ) * FDT (d , x )
n
i

i =1

1

i

2

∀x1, x 2 ∈ T 2 (4)

FR(x1,x2) in eq(4) associate the degree to which the meaning of x1 is synonyms with meaning of x2. The
relationship FR based on synonym retrieve documents relevant to user query.
The augmented query represented by Fuzzy set B1 on T1 is generated using Fuzzy input query A1 and Fuzzy
thesaurus FR as given in eq(5)(6).
That is 1
= 1 (5)
where o is the max-min composition.

B1( x j ) = max xi ∈T 2 min( A1( x i ), FR ( x i , x j )) ∀ x j ∈ T 2 (6) [57][58][59]
3.3 Ant Colony Optimization
ACO is based on social behavior of ant colonies for communication and optimization. The ACO uses
pheromone for optimization as used in ant system for food search from source to destination by making local
optimal choice at each point of decision as shown in eq (7). [60][61][62] [63]
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P (t) =

P (t) = 0, j ∉ N

τ (t)

∗ η
∑

[τ (t)] ∗ [η ]

,j ∈ N

(7)

Where P (t) : is the probability of the k1th ant to move from node i to node j at the tth
iteration/time step.
N

is the set of nodes in the neighborhood of the k1th ant in the ith node.

means the ants are not allowed to move to any node not in their neighborhood. The
P (t) = 0, j ∉ N
neighborhood definition is problem-specific.
τ (t)
η

is the pheromone amount on the arc connecting node i and node j, weighted by α .
is the heuristic value of arc connecting node i to j weighted by β.

α and β are weight parameters that control the relative importance of the pheromone versus heuristic
information.
For ACO based optimization, the pheromone value is initialized to constant value and updated as given in eq(8)
and eq(9). The pheromone is updated on paths with time as ants followed it during search for solution. The
pheromone on only those paths will be increased which are followed by many ant or by those ant which produce
high quality solution whereas pheromone evaporation will decrease the pheromone on those path that are not
frequently visited by ants ultimately not leading to optimal solution. [64]
τ (t + 1) ← (1 − ρ) ∗ τ (t) +

∆τ (t) ∀i, j ∈ A, 0 ≤ ρ < 1

(8)
∆τ (t) = Q2/C1 (t), (i, j) ∈ T1 (t) (9)
∆τ (t) = 0,

otherwise

Set A represents arcs of the problem of construction graph, Q2 is an application-dependent constant, number of
ants(m1), C1 (t) function is the overall cost of tour T1 (t) containing those arcs that are followed by the
k1th ant at the tth iteration.
3.4 GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic Algorithm is based on natural theory of evolution for reproduction. The problem solving using genetic
algorithm operates on population of chromosomes for their reproduction and evolves over generations to
generate the fittest chromosome as the solution to the problem. The selection of chromosomes for reproduction
is based on fitness value. The problem specific fitness function is defined and therefore used for the evaluation
of chromosomes. The chromosomes with the high fitness values are selected and evolved using genetic
operators like crossover and mutation. There are numerous methods for selection of chromosomes for
reproduction such as roulette-wheel selection, stochastic universal selection, ranking selection, tournament
selection and truncate selection. The crossovers operators used are k-point Crossover, Uniform Crossover,
Uniform Order-Based Crossover, Order-Based Crossover and Partially Matched Crossover (PMX). The
mutation genetic operator is used for changing the gene at the specific position in the chromosome such as bit
wise/point mutation. The replacement techniques used for replacing the current generation of population with
next generation during evolution are elitist replacement, generation-wise replacement, steady-state-no-duplicates
and steady-state replacement methods [65][66][67].
4. Optimization of Fuzzy Information Retrieval using hybrid of ACO and GA
In this paper an algorithm is designed based on approach proposed using hybrid of ACO and GA for
optimization of Fuzzy Information Retrieval. The algorithm is implemented in two phases: Offline(Phase I) and
Online(Phase II).
During offline processing, data set of web query sessions is pre-processed based on the term set T2
={x1,x2,x3,……,xm1} and set of distinct documents D2={d1,d2,d3……,dn} where m1 is the set of distinct terms
and n is the set of distinct documents collected from the data set. Fuzzy term document relation FDT from D2
to T2 is generated based on TF.IDF of clicked web documents where length of document set D2 is |D2|=n and
length of term set T2 is |T2|=m1. Fuzzy thesaurus FR is a term—term relation based on FDT depicting the
synonym relations as given in eq(10)(11).
: 2 × 2 → [0,1]
(10)
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: 2 × 2 → [0,1]
(11)
Query Sessions keyword Vector (QSV1) is generated based on information scent and content of clicked page
CPG(TF.IDF) in web query sessions (WQS) and cpi is number of clicked pages in session i is given as follows
in eq (12).
QSV1(i)= ∑

×

∀ ∈ 1. .

(12)

The keyword vectors are clustered using k-means where each cluster is represented by cluster mean. Fuzzy
term- document matrix FDTj is formed using tf.idf vector of distinct clicked URLs selected based on average
pheromone in a given cluster i eq(13).
: 2Χ 2 → [0,1] (13)
The pheromone value of a given clicked URLj is averaged over set of query sessions present in a given
cluster i (WQSi) as given in eq(14).
=

(∑

)

∈

,∀

∈

(14)

GA is executed on clicked URLs selected based on average pheromone value above threshold in a given
cluster. During the execution of genetic algorithm on clusters, the population of chromosomes is generated
where each chromosome represent the possible ranking of clicked URL selected based on average pheromone
value. The fitness function is computed for each chromosome and is calculated using harmonic mean of average
pheromone value of clicked URL present in chromosome. The chromosomes are selected based on fitness
values using tournament method and elitism. The chromosomes selected based on elitism are copied to the next
generation without mutation and crossover. Uniform order based crossover and single point mutation are applied
on chromosomes selected using tournament method. The steady-state-no-duplicates replacement policy is used
to replace the current population with population reproduced using crossover and mutation operator including
elitism. Thus the selection of chromosomes based on fitness value for reproduction using genetic operators as
well as replacement continues till the terminating condition is reached. Upon termination, each cluster is
associated with optimal ranking of clicked URLs for recommendation. The stepwise execution of offline is
given below.
Phase I:
Offline Preprocessing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Web user query sessions are processed and clicked URLs are associated with query keywords.
Generation of query session keyword vector using eq(12) whereas FDT term-document matrix as well
as Fuzzy thesaurus FR is formed based on distinct web pages using eq(10)(11).
Clustering of keyword vectors using k-means.
The pheromone value of clicked URLs in clusters is initialized using information scent eq(1).
The term-document matrix is formed clusterwise using clicked urls selected based on average
pheromone value using eq (13)(14) .
Invoke the Genetic algorithm on clusters for optimal ranking of clicked URLs selected based on
average pheromone value.
Thus the clusters are associated with the list of optimal ranked clicked URLs.

Algorithm 2:
Genetic Algorithm for optimal ranking of clicked URLs
Input: Lj :Clicked URLs selected based on average pheromone threshold, cluster mean keyword vector
Output: Optimal Set of ranked clicked URLs, ORj
1. Generate the population of chromosomes where each chromosome represents the possible ranking of
selected URLs in List Lj.
2. Evaluate the Fitness function for each chromosome in P. The fitness function is computed as follows.
a. For each tth chromosome of size m in Population P do the following
begin
For each clicked URL i of tth chromosome starting from the left most position in the
chromosome do the following
begin
Find the avgpheremone of the ith clicked URL and store it in matrix L1[t][i].
end
end
b.

For all rows in L1. Calculate harmonic means of their pheromone value of each row of L1 and
store it in the corresponding one dimensional array entries HS[t] otherwise HS[t] is zero.
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3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Select those chromosomes which have the highest value of harmonic value in HS array using Tournament
selection and the best chromosomes are copied to population in next generation using elitism without
applying genetic operators(or a few best chromosomes).
Apply the uniform order based crossover and single point mutation with mutation probability 0.25 and
crossover rate of 0.8 on the selected chromosomes not included in Elitism. .
Apply the steady-state-no-duplicates replacement policy to replace the population of parent chromosome
with the reproduced offspring chromosomes obtained in step 3 and 4 in order to generate the next
generation of population P.
Goto step 2 until the required number of n1 iterations or terminating conditions is satisfied where the
difference between the optimal Fitness values of last 25 generation is less than the threshold value.
Upon termination, select the kth chromosome with the highest fitness value in last generation of population
P. The selected chromosome determines the optimal ranked list of docid of the selected clicked URLs
ordered by their pheromone value present in Lj and stored in the ordered List ORj associated with the
cluster j.

During online processing, the user query issued for web search Q is represented by Fuzzy set A1 on T2. The
Fuzzy set A1 is expanded with related words using Fuzzy thesaurus FR matrix with non zero columns and
restricted to the support of A1 in eq(15). The support of A1 is set of terms belonging to set A1 and used in
expressing query Q.
= 1∘
(15)

FB ( x j ) = max xi ∈T 2 min( A1( xi ), FR ( xi , x j ))∀x j ∈ T 2
The expanded Fuzzy query set FB select the most similar cluster for the recommendation of optimal set of
relevant documents to user. The average pheromone of clicked URL is updated in selected cluster i in response
to user’s clicks to recommended search results as given below in eq (16).
= (1 − )

+

(16)

where j is the URLs clicked by the current user at time t and present in the selected cluster i. This is for all j
is the pheromone of clicked URL j in the current
where j is the clicked URL in current user profile and
user session. The pheromone
of the jth clicked URLs is computed as the ratio of time spent on clicked
web page to the total duration of the user session.
On every request of next web page, the user profile keyword vector (UPV) is generated and expanded with
related words using fuzzy thesaurus FR as given in eq(17)(18). Upon expansion Fuzzy user profile FUP
keyword vector is generated and the most similar cluster is selected to generate the recommendation of optimal
ranked clicked URLs.
×
(17)
UPV= ∑
=
(18)

FUP ( x j ) = max xi ∈T 2 min( UPV ( x i ), FR ( x i , x j )) ∀ x j ∈ T 2
Thus the recommendation of optimal ranked web pages using fuzzy user profile continues as long as user search
session exists. The average pheromone of the clicked URLs is updated in response to user’s clicks and hence the
optimal ranking of clicked URLs is updated by executing genetic algorithm on clicked URLs selected based on
average pheromone value. The stepwise execution of online processing Phase II is given below.
Phase II
Online Processing.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Represent the user query Q by Fuzzy set A1 on T2 using tf.idf.
Generate FB, the fuzzy expansion of set A1 using fuzzy thesaurus FR restricted to the support of A1 using
eq (15).
Find the cluster j which is most similar to expanded input Fuzzy expanded input query FB.
The Ordered ranked list of clicked URLs ORj associated with the cluster j is selected.
The selected ORj is presented to the user.

6.

The user responses to the recommended URLs are tracked to generate the current user profile as well as
update the average pheromone of clicked URLs in clusters eq(16)(17).

7.

If the user request for the next result page
a.
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b.

is selected for the recommendation of optimal ranked web pages.
Goto step 4.

else
Current search session is terminated
8. If the current session is terminated and sufficient time has been elapsed since the last time offline
processing is performed goto step 9 for offline processing else resume step 1.
9. For each cluster j apply the algorithm Genetic Algorithm for optimal ranking of clicked URLs on the
List Lj of clicked URLs selected based on average pheromone value above threshold to determine the
optimal ranking of clicked URLs in the List Lj and is represented by ORj ( Optimal Ranking j).
10. Goto Step 1.

5. Experimental Study
Experiment was conducted on i3 duo core processor, 4 GB RAM, Windows 10. Web user query sessions were
collected in domains Academics, Entertainment and Sports using GUI for experimental evaluation. TF.IDF
content vector of clicked URLs was retrieved using Web Sphinx crawler. The agents were developed in JADE
platform for keyword vector generation and clustering of session keyword vector. Oracle database was used for
the storage of preprocessed web query sessions keyword vector, clusters keyword vector and clusters mean. The
GA toolbox of MATLAB was used for optimization of web page ranking of clicked URLs in clustered query
session.
5.1 Data set Used
GUI based architecture was developed for data set collection as shown in Fig 2. The user search query issued to
GUI retrieves the Google search results displayed with checkboxes. The user clicks to search results were
captured using checkboxes and stored in database. The web query sessions containing query terms, document
URLs, time, TF.IDF content keyword vector were stored in database. The information scent was calculated
based on usage statistics of clicked web page in an entire data set. The pheromone was initialized using
information scent and updated in response to web user's search behavior. The fuzzy term-document matrix was
formed based on TF.IDF content of distinct documents present in web query sessions. The Fuzzy thesaurus FR
was a term-term matrix generated based on term-document matrix. The sample of queries collected in the data
set in Academics, Entertainment and Sports is given below in Table1.

Fig 2. Shows GUI interface of an architecture.
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Table 1. Shows the test queries used for experimental evaluation.

Entertainment

Sports

Academics




















free pics
online audio stores
free download mp3
skies of arcadia pictures
vcd files
mpeg movies
grand american road racing series
arena football
south dakota wrestlings
major league baseball tryout
kit car arena football
cgi perl tutorial
sql tutorial
tutorial oracle
windows 2000 tutorial
macros
templates
weblogs

5.2 Experimental Methodology
The data set of web query sessions stored in database was processed using clustering agent. The web query
sessions keyword vector generated using tf.idf and information scent of clicked web pages was clustered. Fuzzy
term-document matrix as well as Fuzzy thesaurus was generated based on content vector of distinct web pages
present in the data set. The clicked URLs were selected based on avgpheromone value in clusters for
optimization. The optimization toolbox in matlab was used for implementing GA on list of selected URLs in
clusters. The values of parameters selected for ACO and GA based optimization are shown in Table 2. The
experiment was executed for various values in a specified range of selected parameters of ACO and GA. The
GA was iterated for a given number of generations till there was no change in fitness values of best chromosome
in last 25 generations or difference in fitness value was less than some threshold. Upon the execution of GA,
each cluster was associated with list of optimal ranked clicked URLs. The Fuzzy IR based on ACO-GA was
evaluated based on average precision of search results and compared with Fuzzy IR, classic IR for effective web
search. The precision of search results for a user query is a fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to
user. The data set of 25 test queries was selected in Academics, Entertainment and Sports domains. The
average precision of test queries in a given domain was computed based on the average of the precision of
search results retrieved using test queries.
Table 2. Shows the values of parameters selected for ACO and GA.

Population

Iteration Crossover
probability

Mutati Evapor Threshold value of pheromone
on
ation
ε
Probab rate
ility

ACO

-

-

-

-

0.5[0,1 0.5
)

GA

25

50

0.8
[0.6-0.8]

0.25
[0.10.3]

-

-

5.3 Results
The results of GA based optimization tool for the optimization of clustered query sessions is shown in Fig 3.
Thus the results show the variation of Fitness value with the number of generations. The maximum Fitness
value based on similarity measure increases as number of generation increases and become stable with no
further increase in value. The maximum fitness value were obtained at crossover probability=0.8, mutation
probability at =.25 and using Tournament selection method of size=4.
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Fig 3. Show the snapshot of execution of GA toolbox of matlab where the graph shows the fitness values versus the number of generations
and number of variables.

The average precision of the search results generated using the Fuzzy IR, Fuzzy ACO-GA IR, classic IR(Google
search results) and their percentage improvement over classicIR is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Shows the percentage improvement of Fuzzy IR and Fuzzy ACO-GA over classic IR.

Domains

Average precision

% improvement over classic
IR
Classic IR
Fuzzy IR Fuzzy ACO GA IR
Fuzzy IR
Fuzzy ACO
GA IR
Academics
0.46
0.7
0.83
52.17
80.43
Entertainment
0.45
0.74
0.85
64.44
88.88
Sports
0.43
0.72
0.82
67.44
90.6
The graph comparing the average precision of the search results using Fuzzy IR , Fuzzy ACO-GA and classic
IR in selected domains is shown in Fig 4.
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

PWS with FuzzyIR
PWS with
FuzzyIRACOGA
ClassicIR

Academics

Sports

Entertainment

Fig 4. Show the average precision of search results using FuzzyIR, Fuzzy ACO-GA and ClassicIR in Academics, Entertainment and Sports
Domains.

The results show the improvement in the average precision of search results in each of the selected domain
using the proposed approach. The average precision of Fuzzy IR based on ACO-GA, Fuzzy IR and classic IR
were compared and results were analyzed using statistical paired t-test as shown in Table. 4. The statistical tvalue shows the significant improvement in the precision of search results using hybrid of Fuzzy IR, ACO and
GA in comparison to Fuzzy IR and Classic IR.
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Table 4. Shows the t-test value of FuzzyACOGA versus FuzzyIR/ClassicIR

The results confirm that Fuzzy user queries proves to be effective in inferring user information need and use of
ACO with GA optimizes the set of documents relevant to user’s information need inferred from fuzzy user
queries. Therefore the use of hybrid of ACO-GA for optimization of Fuzzy IR retrieves relevant documents
according to the information need of user.
6. Conclusion & Future research
In this paper an approach is proposed for optimization of Fuzzy IR using hybrid of ACO-GA. The Fuzzy IR
infers the user information need from vague and imprecise search queries. The hybrid of ACO-GA is applied on
clustered query sessions and generates the optimal set of relevant documents. The use of ACO with GA together
combines the benefit of fast convergence rate of ACO and GA ability to explore for optimal solution.
Experiment results confirm the improvement of the precision of search results in comparison to Fuzzy IR,
classic IR. It is found that dimensionality of data set is high and therefore effect the performance of system.
Hence for future research, it is proposed to use suitable feature selection method for removing the redundant
attribute describing information present in the data set and therefore the reduction of feature set will improve the
classification accuracy of queries to cluster for web page recommendation and hence will further improve the
performance of the system.
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